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The structure of the barotropic component of oceanic currents is discussed. First, we present observa-
tional evidence against the absence of the vertical shear of horizontal velocity in barotropic ﬂows. We
then discuss the Taylor-Proudman theorem, which we base our presumption on. We show that this
theorem crudely neglects nonlinear terms of ﬂuid motion equations either through geostrophic
approximation or directly through a scale analysis of the vorticity transport equation. However, these
terms serve as a mechanism allowing for the vertical shear of horizontal velocity.
Copyright © 2016, Far Eastern Federal University, Kangnam University, Dalian University of Technology,
Kokushikan University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
It is widely understood that ocean currents are made up of two
components: a barotropic component dependent on the pressure
gradient and not on density variations and a baroclinic ﬂow
resulting from stratiﬁcation (the baroclinic term in the vorticity
transport equation). The baroclinic component can be efﬁciently
linearized, and since the beginning of the 20th century, it was
estimated from hydrographic data using the so-called thermal
wind equation. This method assumes a balance between the
pressure gradient and Coriolis force and is used to create a vertical
current proﬁle relative to the reference level of no motion. Such
estimates obtained from geostrophic velocities (because the
geostrophic approximation retains only the baroclinic term of the
vorticity transport equation) have formed much of our knowledge
on ocean currents. Yet the barotropic component of these currents
(which therefore is non-geostrophic by deﬁnition e see the exact
deﬁnition in Section 4) has remained largely unexplored.
With the creation of acoustic Doppler current proﬁlers (ADCPs)
in the 1980s, signiﬁcant differences have been identiﬁed between
geostrophic (and indeed baroclinic, as the geostrophic approxi-
mation neglects nonlinear barotropic terms) velocities and their
direct measurements, which are referred to as absolute velocities;
the later were found to be much larger. This is attributed to the
presence of a barotropic component in currents that in no way can
be related to the density ﬁeld whereas the baroclinic component isFederal University, Kangnam
an University.
ersity, Kangnam University, Dalian
C-ND license (http://creativecommcompletely deﬁned by it. While in some cases this barotropic
component is dominant [1e3], on average it constitutes roughly
50% of the absolute (baroclinic plus barotropic) velocity as in [4,5].
To remove this discrepancy, several techniques for the absolute
referencing of geostrophic velocities to ADCP-measured ones have
been proposed [3,5e7]. The main goal of such referencing is to
extend the reach of typical 137 kHz ADCPs from 250 m to the depth
of the pycnocline (roughly 1000 m) [8]. recently presented a way to
explore dynamics of an anticyclonic and cyclonic eddy up to a
depth of 1000 m using a 38 kHz vessel-mounted ADCP. This
impressive achievement makes the above-mentioned absolute
referencingmethod unimportant. However, a newand even greater
problem emerged as a result, with the authors [8] stating that,
“given a density proﬁle just outside the eddy one can integrate the
gradient wind equation to obtain an estimate of the density ﬁeld
through the two eddies.” Moreover, in conclusion, the “reverse
geostrophic” approach was proposed as a means of remotely
determining the density ﬁeld “using a deep-reaching ADCP with
occasional XBTs to reference or anchor the horizontal integration.”
While the absolute referencing method simply adds the differ-
ence between geostrophic velocities and their directmeasurements
at a particular depth andgenerates results for the surface to thebase,
the proposed reverse method merely disregards the barotropic
component. Remote density ﬁeld determination involves removing
thebarotropic component fromADCP-measured absolute velocities.
However, to do this, the structure of this component must be
determined. A common feature of all existing referencing tech-
niques is the treatment barotropic velocity as independent of depth.
A lack of velocity vertical shear suggests thatﬂuidmoves in columns
in barotropic ﬂows. Such a presumption greatly simpliﬁes relatedUniversity of Technology, Kokushikan University. Production and hosting by Elsevier
ons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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dimensional. Unfortunately though, it is wrong.
We ﬁrst present observational evidence against the absence of
the barotropic vertical shear of horizontal velocity in barotropic
ﬂows. We then discuss the Taylor-Proudman theorem, which we
based this presumption on. Finally, we present a mechanism for
allowing for the vertical shear of horizontal velocity: the nonlinear
barotropic balance.
2. Observations of barotropic currents
The ﬁrst ADCP application developed for determining the ve-
locity ﬁeld of a Gulfstream ring [[4], Figs. 7a and 8a] registers the
double excess of absolute velocities over geostrophic ones (nearly
2 m/s against roughly 1 m/s, respectively). This reﬂects only 50% of
the barotropic component for the absolute velocity listed above.
The same results were obtained for the Gulf Stream itself and also
for the Kuroshio Extension [9]: estimates of geostrophic velocities
with a maximum of approximately 1 m/s against ADCP measure-
ments at a rate of 2 m/s.
We present two examples of deep barotropic eddies. Interpo-
lated LADCP measurements of an Atlantic deep western boundary
current eddy [1] reveal a toroidal velocity structure with noticeable
vertical shear. The eddy's location between 1 and 3 km (i.e., well
below the pycnocline) ensures its (and the original current's) bar-
otropic nature. Labrador eddies observed through mooring at a
depth of up to 4 km [2] show the same barotropic patterns. In
addition to their high degrees of extension, they exhibit weak
stratiﬁcation from top to bottom. These two deep eddies extending
well below the pycnocline are mostly barotropic and yet noticeably
vertically sheared. This contradicts to the well-known Taylor-
Proudman theorem, which prohibits a change in velocity with
depth for barotropic features. Moreover, ADCP observations show
that the barotropic component in real ocean currents may have a
completely different distribution and even direction compared to
the baroclinic component. Let us illustrate this through several
examples.
Andres Enriquez (in an unpublished report entitled “Compari-
son of calculated geostrophic current from CTD and ADCP data,”
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, 2003), in studying the
California Current System using ADCP and CTD data, revealed a
drastic difference between geostrophic and ADCP-measured ve-
locities in polarized directions. His study also shows that this dif-
ference, which is attributed to the barotropic component of
currents, does not extend to the bottom.
Silander [10] compared LADCP-measured absolute velocities
with those calculated from geostrophic relations of Caribbean
mesoscale eddies. In the case of an anticyclone, direct velocity
measurements revealed a surface-intensiﬁed structure: the highest
velocities exceeding 80 cm/swere registered on the south side of the
eddy and were concentrated within the upper 200 m layer. At the
same time, the highest geostrophic velocitieswere positionedmuch
deeper (from600 to1000m). This denotes theexistence of a surface-
intensiﬁed barotropic component and of a deep baroclinic one.
Next, observations of NBC rings with LADCP CTD [11] reveal
limited correspondence between absolute velocity and density
ﬁelds. For instance, ring R2 reached the highest velocities within
the mixed subsurface layer with almost uniform density. By
contrast, Oguz and Besiktepe [12] found a barotropic appendix just
below the pycnocline level (see their Fig. 5).
3. The Taylor-Proudman theorem
According to the Taylor-Proudman theorem, in a steady, fric-
tionless ﬂow of an incompressible ﬂuid rotating at an angularvelocity of U, the ﬂuid velocity is uniform along any line parallel to
the direction of U. In other words, when v is the velocity of ﬂuid
and z moves in the direction of U, then vv/vz ¼ 0, v ¼ (u, v). This
theorem is derived through geostrophic approximation by velocity
cross-differentiation, e.g. [13], or from the vorticity transport
equation via dimensional analysis, e.g., [14]. Both of these ap-
proaches neglect nonlinear (inertial) terms in momentum or
vorticity equations based on incorrect arguments as follows.
The main presumption of the ﬁrst approach that justiﬁes the
Taylor-Proudman theorem is that the inertial term to be neglected
should be much lower than the rate of Coriolis acceleration, i.e.,
(v·V)v << 2U  v, where v is the horizontal velocity and U is the
angular velocity. The dimensional analysis states that the inertia
term scales as ~U2/Lwith a velocity scale of U and a horizontal scale
of L. At the same time, the Coriolis term scales as ~UU. In cases of
sufﬁciently rapid rotation, indeed U/L << U, and inertial terms may
be neglected. This analysis approach not only cannot estimate
nonlinear terms correctly, but it also changes the vertical shear of
horizontal velocity from a vertical scale H (which scales as ~U/H) to
a horizontal one. Thus, the inertial term should scale as ~U2/H, and
due to the very large aspect ratio L/H of geophysical currents, the
main condition of the Taylor-Proudman theorem's validity is
invalid. This replacement of vertical shearing with horizontal
shearing may be explained by a great desire to employ two-
dimensional motion rather than three-dimensional motion, in
which the nonlinear term plays a major role. We proceed by
describing the second approach as the most physical approach in
Section 4.
Our laboratory demonstrations of the validity of the Taylor-
Proudman theoremwere carried out through dye observations. Dye
dynamics are principally distinctive from ﬂuid dynamics e as
particle pathlines are distinct from streamlines. From such obser-
vations, one cannot dissimilate so-called Taylor columns from
topographic eddies with a deﬁnite vertical shear of velocity. In
contrast to these latter types of eddies, Taylor columns have not
been observed in the atmosphere or in oceans.
Finally, this theorem contradicts to the First Helmholtz vorticity
theorem, according towhich vortex lines cannot terminatewithin a
liquid; they must form closed loops or extend through an interface
to another ﬂuid. Note also that these lines cannot terminate at a
nonrotating solid boundary, at which the no-slip condition holds
[[15], chapter 3.2.1]. Therefore, the vertical shear of velocity must
always be presented through baroclinic or barotropic balance. We
now propose a mechanism of nonlinear compensation for the
vertical shear of velocity in a rotational frame: the nonlinear bar-
otropic balance.4. The nonlinear barotropic balance
Consider the vorticity transport equation in a rotational frame to
neglect velocity and viscosity divergence. The barotropic compo-
nent is deﬁned as r2Vp  Vr ¼ 0 where r e density and p e
pressure and is also neglected. As mathematicians say, this deﬁni-
tion states that barotropic ﬂows occupy a null-space of baroclinic
ﬂows. Let the vector of angular velocity U be perpendicular to the
horizontal plane. We may interpret the vertical shear of horizontal
velocity vh as the horizontal component of vorticity, uh ¼ vvh/vz. In
turn, we write
vuh=vt þ ðvh$VÞuh  ðuh$VÞvh þ ð2U$VÞvh ¼ 0: (1)
The Taylor-Proudman theorem is derived by neglecting the ﬁrst
three terms in (1), which is hereinafter denoted as P, so that the
remaining fourth term is eliminated: (2U·V)vh ¼ 0. Now we show
that P terms can generate virtual vorticity that balances the forth
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with a curvature of k ¼ 1/r, and let r be the radius of curvature. To
describe the behaviour of (1) in curvilinear coordinates, we intro-
duce unit coordinate vectors: t ¼ vh/q, q ¼ jvhj; n ¼ uh/z, z ¼ juhj. It
is assumed here that uh is always perpendicular to vh, i.e., the
condition of null helicity holds: uh·vh ¼ 0. Second and third terms
of P become (vh·V)uh ¼ kzqt and (uh$V)vh ¼ kzqn, respectively.
The ﬁrst unsteady term ofP gives vuh/vt ¼ kzqt. In summing these
expressions in consideration of their signs, we obtainP¼ ±kzq(2t -
n) where the sign is dependent on the direction of the turn.
In geophysical hydrodynamics, the barotropic balance (1) reads
as fz ¼ 51/2kzq, where f ¼ 2Usinf is the Coriolis parameter, U is the
angular velocity of planetary rotation, and f is latitude. By reducing
this relation by z on both sides, we obtain
r ¼ 51=2 q=f : (2)
According to (2), if q tends toward zero, the radius of curvature r
must also vanish. This denotes narrowing spirals composed of
streamlines and vortex lines (do not confuse this with the helicity,
u·v s 0, as these lines remain complimentarily perpendicular to
each other). We should note that although the relation (2) appears
to be quite linear, it exists behind nonlinear terms of (1), producing
a nonlinear geometry. This contrasts with linear geostrophic re-
lations. It is also interesting that the magnitude of the vertical shear
of velocity does not play any role in (2).
There are two scenarios that can fulﬁl (2): laminar and turbulent
scenarios. However, in large-scale barotropic currents (i.e., in the
laminar scenario), spirals similar to Ekman's spirals have not been
observed. Hence, the turbulent scenario appears to be more
feasible. In this scenario, large-scale currents are composed of
several multi-scale eddies, including imbedded ones. It is well-
known that small-scale eddies are largely composed of ﬁlaments,
which can undoubtedly form the required spirals. However, even
this is not necessary; in the presence of radial asymmetry, any eddy
with a toroidal structure (as was shown in [6] for oceanic eddies)
can produce virtual vorticity when a side with a smaller radius
overproduces it. It is sufﬁcient that an ensemble consisting of such
eddies may exhibit a dominant orientation in the corresponding
direction. Then, relation (2) holds true automatically as with eddy
downsizing, velocity levels also decrease.
Let us look at the behaviour of modulus P depending on scale.
We have qz ¼ qvq/vz ¼ (1/2)vq2/vz ¼ vE/vz, where E is the kinetic
energy density. Then, jPj ¼ 51/2kvE/vz. To obtain this expression on
a uniﬁed horizontal scale r, the vertical scale z is related to the
horizontal one through its aspect ratio, and assume that curvature k
is proportional to the wave number k, i.e., k ~ k ¼ 1/r. According to
Kolmogorov's theory: E ~ k5/3. Then, jPj ~ k1/3 ¼ r1/3. In other
words, in contrast to kinetic energy density, the production of
virtual vorticity resulting from the joint twisting of streamlines and
vortex lines increases with a decrease in scale (curvature rising).
Thus, the turbulent scenario includes a practically unlimited
resource for nonlinear barotropic balancing.
5. Conclusion
The problem of the vertical shear of horizontal velocity in
barotropic ﬂows is considered in this article. We present obser-
vational evidence in support of the existence of this shear. Then,
the Taylor-Proudman theorem prohibiting the barotropic vertical
shear of velocity is discussed. We show that this theorem is not
correctly proven. Namely, important nonlinear terms in the
vorticity transport equation are overlooked based on an invalid
dimensional analysis. Yet these terms offer a mechanism thatallows for the barotropic vertical shear of velocity: the nonlinear
barotropic balance.
As an important application of the presented theory, issues
concerning the remote determination of density ﬁelds using the
long-range 38 kHz ADCP have been discussed. We argue that this
problem can be solved only when an adequate model allowing for
the barotropic vertical shear of velocity is used. The streamlet model
described in [16] may be appropriate for this role. Streamlets are
continuously imbedded shearing vortex solenoids that take two
forms: cylindrical (for jets) or toroidal (for eddies considered as self-
closed jets). Both of these forms include stream-coordinates based
on streamlines of maximum velocity as axes and vertical velocity
cross-sections deﬁned as oblique cones with elliptical bases. The
assimilation of velocity measurements is accomplished by ﬁtting
this cone to available data using the well-known NeldereMead
simplex downhill algorithm for identifying minimum nonlinear
parametric functions. It was shown in [16] that barotropic and
baroclinic components of large-scale oceanic jet streams and eddies
can be well represented by this model. Methods of using the
streamlet model to reconstruct the velocity structure of deep bar-
otropic eddies are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 of [16]. The development of
procedures that separately represent barotropic and baroclinic
components of oceanic currents is the subject of on-going study.
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